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The word "Tour" is drived from the Greek "tornos" which means:

behavior process action circle

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The first European country to promote leisure time to the increasing industrial population

is.......................

Russia   Italy UK Germany

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tourist who stays for more than one night is called.....................

adventure Stopover cruises to transit

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It includes a visit to places that have at some time been witness to some grave tragedy."It"refers

to.....................

Dark tourism Niche tourism

Mass tourism Cultural tourism

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Today,there are four religions recognized by the government in Iran:Islam, Judaism, christianity,

and zoroastrianism. "recognize"means .....................

refuse accept ignore transport

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nowadays,more than 300 million people honor Noruz all around the glob."glob"means................

world  middle East Balkans Tajikistan

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Iran,the.................is the basis of the social structure.

school  wealth family money  

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most popular event of that day (Chaharshanbeh Souri)  is the evening burning of heaps of

brush."Popular"means:

moment    Place common time 

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Home of famous Persian poets such as Hafiz and Sa'di is  ……….

 Isfahan Shiraz  Hamadan Tabriz

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following countries included both two Asian and Europian sections?

Iraq Afghanistan Iran Turkey

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Kurdistan is an autonomous region of Iraq."Autonomous" means:

Independence Crowded Unusual    Calm   

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Religious teacher known as..........................were also influential in Syria.

students   workers Ulama managers 

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Dress is another ...................................of social class.

indicator textile request    party

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the last decade,there has been a great return of interest in North

Cyprus."Decade"means............

a period of 10 years a period of 100 years

 a period of 1 year a period of 2 years

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Egypt is a country ......................in North East Africa.

respected located lacked refused

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The family is the most significant unit of Moroccan life."significant"means...............

public  small unclear important

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Pilgrimages have created a variety of tourist opportunities'."Opportunities" means:

chances colours houses  actions

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Iran is located in the "Middle East" between Turkey and Iraq. Middle East means:

����� ��	
             ������ 

 ��	�� ��	
 ��� ���  

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The population of Iran has increased drama6cally with the growth of rate 3.1 percent."

population" means:

 ����       ��	�����   �	��	�  �!�" 

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Iranian take their resposibilities to their family quite seriously."responsibility"means.................

  �#$%&�                '�	��   

 ��$()�   ��$%*�  

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

With the adoption in the united nations, Noruz was named Day of peace. "United Nations" means:

+,� �	�-	�                    ���� .��$�

 �/	���� 0�12� .	��$2�   ��3�� 4���5��  

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The temple of Bel is the main part of the ruins."Temple" means:

6�)�                       �)��7  

	)�,7 6%!�  

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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A social and political crisis is seen by economic instability." Crisis "means:

��6�-	�                /�2�8 

���&#   %�9�  

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Every village in north Cyprus probably has a coffee house." Cyprus " means:

�	1)�                    :�%;  

�	1��	�� �	�$� 

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There are more than 80 Pyramids in Egypt."Pyramids" means:

<����         =1�	8 �	1��$� 6#	!� 

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Algerians love both hospitality and food." Hospitality" means:

'	&��5�                           ��-  2�

 .-�$� �	��   ��	�� '	�6
 

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Tourism can be very beneficial, especially economically to the host destination."host" means:

�6%�                           �	�� 

 �	#���  ��)�   

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"From the early seventeen century", a new form of tourism was developed.

 >�65� ��; ?����          >�65� ��; +����  

 >�65� ��; �
���  >�65� ��; -� 6!# 

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There are different climatic districts in Iran."Districts" means:

	�$7                            �����  

	���$7 �@�$� 

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The tradition form of greeting is the bow in Japan."bow"means..................

.�	�                                 >�A!�

 B�-��  ��	#��   

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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